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Language comprehension and the ability to infer others’ thoughts (theory of mind, ToM) are core
cognitive functions. Each of them is supported by a specialized brain network [7, 18], and they are
closely related during both development [1, 3, 15] and language use [8, 20, 17]. This conceptual
relationship between language and ToM abilities suggests the possibility of shared neural circuitry
between them. However, neural evidence is mixed as to the relationship between language and
ToM functions in the brain. Although robust dissociations between language and ToM have been
reported in brain disorders [6, 5, 21], brain activations for contrasts that target language and ToM
bear similarities, and there is direct evidence that language-responsive brain areas also engage
in ToM reasoning [4].

Here we revisit the language-ToM relationship in a large-sample (151-participant) fMRI study
by evaluating the response of the language network [7] during both a standard verbal ToM task
[18] and a recently-developed non-verbal ToM task that has been validated in multiple prior studies
[9, 16, 10]. In the verbal task, participants read short vignettes describing (i) characters with
false beliefs (FB, +ToM) or (ii) false photographs depicting non-existent physical scenes (FP, –
ToM). In the non-verbal task, participants watched a short video in which segments were coded
for content: mental (segments likely to elicit mental state attribution; e.g., a character falsely
believes they have been abandoned by a companion), social (segments depicting non-mental
social interactions), pain (segments depicting characters in physical pain), and physical (segments
depicting non-social physical events). In brain areas that support ToM, the mental condition should
elicit more activation than the other three conditions. Five core left-hemisphere (LH) language
responsive areas—inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and its orbital part (IFGorb), middle frontal gyrus
(MFG), anterior temporal lobe (AntTemp), and posterior temporal lobe (PostTemp)—are identified
using a functional regions of interest (fROI) approach [7], which critically allows us to independently
identify the language network in individual brains and then study its activity during the ToM tasks.

Analyses (Fig 1a) reveal that all core language regions respond more strongly when partic-
ipants read vignettes about false beliefs compared to the control vignettes. However, no such
effects appear in a non-verbal ToM task, and controlling for independently-supported linguistic
confounds (e.g., surprisal [11] and dependency locality [19]) between the two conditions of the
verbal ToM task greatly attenuates (by 84%) the language network’s ToM response. Together,
these results do not support the existence of ToM reasoning in the language network, and sug-
gest that prior reports of ToM effects in the language network may have been driven by linguistic
confounds like surprisal and dependency locality.

We additionally explore ToM responses in the “periphery” of the language network [2], namely
language-responsive areas in the right hemisphere (RH) homotopes of the core LH language re-
gions, and in the bilateral angular gyri, since prior work has shown that these areas are functionally
distinct from the core LH language network but closely related to it [13, 14, 12]. We find evidence
(Fig 1b) of social processing in this periphery (FB > FP, mental > physical, social > physical), but
no evidence of ToM-specificity in particular (mental ≯ social).

These results argue against cognitive and neural overlap between language processing and
ToM, and clarify plausible sources (linguistic confounds) of previous reports to the contrary. Nev-
ertheless, the language and ToM networks likely communicate with each other, as suggested both
by the likely importance of ToM for pragmatic inference in language processing [8] and by evidence
of significantly greater synchrony between the language and ToM networks than between either
network and domain-general executive areas [13]. Analyses of the language network’s periphery
suggest that it might play a role in this communication pathway through its engagement in both
linguistic and social processing, which may be a promising direction for future research.
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(a) Responses to the conditions of the language lo-
calizer task, and verbal and non-verbal ToM tasks in
the language network.

(b) Responses by network to the four conditions of
the non-verbal ToM localizer (Mental, Physical, So-
cial, and Pain).
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